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The melting and darkening of Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS)

has recently been of major concern (Benning et al. 2014;

Dumont et al. 2014; Polashenski 2015; Tedesco et al.

2015). Dumont et al. (2014) suggested that the spring-

time darkening of the GrIS, which has been observed

since 2009, is due to an increased load of light-absorbing

impurities (LAIs) in snow that consist of soot or dust

and, potentially, microorganisms. Benning et al. (2014)

argued that microorganisms, such as the pigmented algae

that reside in snow and ice, can cause a substantial

reduction in albedo. They also hypothesized that as the

climate warms and melt seasons become longer, biologi-

cal habitats could expand and increasingly contribute to

the darkening. Tedesco et al. (2015) stated that despite

the crucial impact of albedo in energy balance, the roles

of the different processes driving it have yet to be

identified. They pointed out that cryoconite (a mixture

of dust, pebbles, soot and microbes) and pigmented algae

can reduce albedo. Early observations of cryoconite in

Greenland snow and ice were made by the Finnish

explorer Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld (1883).

More recently, Polashenski et al. (2015) showed that

satellite data analysis of Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectrometer (MODIS) surface reflectance from uncor-

rected Terra sensor degradation has important contribu-

tions for detecting Greenland’s dry snow zone albedo

decline. They did not find that enhanced deposition of LAIs

caused significant dry snow albedo reduction or melt

events, but they acknowledged prior work on GrIS, where-

in the impact of MODIS Terra degradation had been

concluded as insignificant. Polashenski et al. (2015) agreed

that part of the dry snow zone albedo decline could be real.

We argue that the transport and deposit of light-

absorbing Icelandic volcanic dust can have a significant

influence in the cryosphere, in Greenland and elsewhere,

and that this effect must be addressed in order to

constrain glacier and ice cap melt rates and confront

the causes of deglaciation.

Iceland is the most important Arctic dust source and

the largest of the Arctic deserts (Arnalds et al. 2016).

Icelandic volcanic dust can be transported over the North

Atlantic to Europe and Greenland (Prospero et al. 2012).

Icelandic dust-storm frequency has been estimated to be

up to 135 dust days per year. About half of the annual

dust events in the southern part of Iceland take place in

winter at sub-zero temperatures, when dust mixes with

snow (Dagsson-Waldhauserova et al. 2015). The fertilizing

effect of dust (Arnalds et al. 2014) can offer an important

nutrient source that enables microorganisms to grow.

Other living organisms present in Icelandic dust can also

be intercontinentally transported. The particle�cryosphere

interaction is controlled by the particle properties,

which vary according to the origin from the seven major

Icelandic dust sources (Arnalds et al. 2016). While

hydrophilic particles can be washed down with melt

water (Doherty et al. 2013), hydrophobic particles can

concentrate on the surface, and play a role in creating

environmental conditions within snow/ice that favour

the existence of microorganisms.

Assessments of the effect of Icelandic volcanic dust on

snow/ice surface darkening and melt in the Greenland

cryosphere*and elsewhere*are lacking. We hypothesize

that, in the Arctic, Icelandic dust may have a comparable

or even larger effect on the cryosphere than soot (Bond

et al. 2013). Observations of, and modelling results

bearing on, Icelandic dust and cryosphere interactions

for the past, present and future are urgently needed.
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